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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers would like to use a hard-coded username/password/security token of a user with a 

System Administrator profile to integrate its back-end system to Salesforce for inbound API calls. 

Which two security issues are associated with this approach. 

A. All back-end systems get uncontrolled access to any data within the Salesforce environment. 

B. Unintended password resets will cause the integration to stop working and disrupt business processes. 

C. Apex web services can executive with system privileges with such Salesforce credentials. 

D. Unsecure storage of the credentials may result in hackers gaining unauthorized access to Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has a data warehouse system that collects information from upstream systems in order to do
proprietary reporting. Every day there are several thousand record insertions and updates in Salesforce that might be a
interest to this data warehouse. Reports in the data warehouse are run at the end of the month. 

What is a recommended way to transfer record insertions and updates to the data warehouse? 

A. Use the SOAP API\\'s getUpdated() method to retrieve changed record IDs, then retrieve records. 

B. Use scheduled Apex to do an Apex callout to the data warehouse. 

C. Use native Outbound message functionality to send a message with each record change. 

D. Use a trigger to do an Apex callout to the data warehouse with each record change. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two options should be considered to permit automatic retry of failed updates when loading data into Salesforce?
Choose 2 answers 

A. Bulk API with serial option. 

B. Standard API with parallel option. 

C. Bulk API with parallel option. 

D. Standard API with serial option. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers is planning to develop a native mobile app for their employees to interact with Salesforce. 

Which two options should the Architect recommend? 

A. Leverage Identity Product 

B. Leverage SOAP API 

C. Leverage Message Queue Product 

D. Leverage REST API 

E. Leverage Identity Product 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal containers are building an integration between Salesforce and their data warehouse. The architect has the
following requirements 

1. Salesforce users need the ability to CRUD (create,read,update and delete) data from their data warehouse without
leaving the Salesforce user interface 

2.The integration to the data warehouse should maintain the same look and feel as the existing Salesforce user
interface 

3.The use of custom development Should be minimized Which two solutions should the architect consider? 

Choose two options 

A. Utilizelightning connect with custom ApexAdapter to provided CRUD access to the data warehouse 

B. Utilize a canvas application to render the data warehouse data from within Salesforce 

C. Utilize a visual force page from 3rd party JavaScript library that will provide CRUD capabilities to the data
warehouse. 

D. Utilize a 3rd party tool from the App-Exchange that will provide CRUD capabilities between the data warehouse and
salesforce 

Correct Answer: AB 
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